The next step in determining the effect of a shear layer upon round propagation is to obtain analytic solutions for the far field pressure for tie entire acoustic frequency range. Title tinsbeen accomplished In Lite present inventigati,e 12 at NASA Lewis Research Center by using on exact analytical solution obtained by Goldstein and RLCe l3 not only for a monopole source in a uniform flow near a linear shear layer but for dipole and g0adrupole sources as wall. Title analysis to further extended to the case in which the source is embedded in the sheer layer for a monopole, and a quadrupole type of source for the entire frequency spectrum, fi Sound waved passing through a shear layer are altered both in amplitude and direction. Hence on observer situated In Lite far field on the opposite a.do of a shear layer from a sound source will, In general, hear sound which differs from that orLOLunlly produced by the source. Any sound produced by an aircraft engino must puns through a client layer or combination of uhoar layers. Consequently a thorough understanding of this phenomenon is asasocial far determining the far field sound pressure amplitude directivity generated by an aircraft engine in flight. Such knowledge In also necessary for developing adequate correction procedures for data from open-Jet anecboic wind tunnels used for simulating flight effects on nolue naurces.
There have been several studies of the effect of relative motion between two media an the propagation of p ound waves. Ribnor l and t111ea 2 independently Investigated plane waves Impinging on a Velocity interface between two moving slreama. GoLLLleb 3 studied a sound source near a velocity discontinuity. Ile obtained far field solutions by evaluating the exact sound field lntenrala by the method of sta Llonary phase. Slutsky, 'ramagno and tforett14.6 extended GOLtlieb's analysts to include quadrupole sources embedded in the moon flow. Their analyses were developed for tie sources situated in an axisymmetric slug flow. Graham and Gra-1101117 treated the propagation of plane wnvea through a finite sbpar layer. Tie same nuthdre S later inveatil;otvd the effect of a finite shear layer an Sound woven from a point source. Ilivy obtained velocity potential Solutions by means of a aeries expansion about a singular paint and prvaentcd results for very low frequencies with acauctir wavelengths much grcaLCr than the shear layer thlek;'eas.
OoldstvfnM O obtained solutions for low frequency sound from multipole sources in axibymmetric shear flows with arbitrary velocity profiler. The resulta of his analysis allow bow the mean flow affects the radiation pattern from Lhe sources. reversed; that is, the short-dash line denotes the high-frequency approximation, and the long-dash line denotes the low-frequency approximation. 
Analysis
A typical turbofan engine is represented in Fig. 1 . This Indicates how sound generated by such an engine might encounter various shear layers.
A simplified formulatLon of this problem is based on the flow geometry shown in Fig. 2 where a medium moving with a uniform velocity U o (region 2) and a madium at rest (region 1) are evparated by a single shear layer having a linear velocity profile. Ills no flow case is used on one aide of the shear layer for simplicity, and the Solutions can be easily extended to the more general case of finite uniform flow on both sides. Cases will be considered in which a line source is located in the uniform flow and in the ahoar layer. Dr (2p _ Z 2 F -2U' ^1%ay
where the prime denotes differentiation with renpaut to y, The radiatlonshlp between the transverse particle velocity and the acoustic pressure is given by
The linear velocity profile In the shear layer in given by
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1. In the no flow region, U 0 (region 1)
For the boundary conditions we have the acoustic radiation condition which requires outward propagating waves at y ---. At the edged of the shear layer we require continuity of pressure where where (2ir 6 (Y + h)
. 
The solution of this system will depend on V(y,k) _ °I J v(x,y) e lks dx whether the source is located in the uniform flow 2R or in die cheat layer. However, the procedure is the same in either case.°i
The solution of equation (6) In region I r where
Lao When the source is in Ole uniform flow region
In region 2 ) ° 1; ITl n br6(y + by 9T ° 0 the solution Co equation (7) which satis Llee tiro radiation cord!-
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These trans EotmatLons are introduced into equation ( g) which to then Integrated once as In
Rof. L7 to obtain Webor'n equation.
where the primes now donate difforantotion with respect to F. This equation has as its solutions all linear combination of parabolic cylinder functions U(b, F,), (Abramowltx l6 ). Thus the oolution to equation (g) to written as an arbitrary linear combination
]laving obtained cha p° solutions (Eqs. (12), (14) and (20)) the boundary conditiona (Rqs. (10) and (IQ) arc applied at the edges of the shear layer to wraLmte the following expreusion for the coefficient A(k) Al the far field pressure expreuaien (Rq. (12)),
where PuttL2 the appropriate expressions for y and for P (i11) and p ' t (F L ) in the numaratoi of equation (20) yields, 
,e This SCroulel number is essentially a comparison of the shear layer thickness to the acoustic wavelength, and is referred to as a nondimennional frequency.
Now placing the source in the shear layer, (S " 2, fT2 -0, BT2 ` 2rt t(y+h) In Eqs. (7) and (R)) and followLliR exactly Lite name procedure yields the for .field expression for acoustic pressure Now a dipole source is not uniquely defined in a transversely sheared mean flow. If we want to extend Its definition so that its strength still coincides with an external force we can define It no that r an the right hand aide of equation (42) to the strength of a general dipole.
Similarly a quadrupole can be defined so that It corresponds to an external stress. This in done by replacing r with • r where r is now a tensor. Ilanca in particular the nource term rapresenting a lateral quadrupole o£ strength 7 in the tranavorse direction in Do) 2 r d0 ^r2r
2 dy da Jy Jy
Hence, the solution to equation (42) with q -0 can be obtained by differentiating the monopole oolutiou with respect to source location h once for the dipole (associated with the force vector) and twice far the quadrupole (associated with tla strand Conger),.
Only the more intareating quadrupolo result will be given here. 
where ill m to given by equation (33). This expression gives Lite far field presnuro for a point lateral quadrupole source located in the ahear layer.
Inspection of equation (43) indicates that Lite first thrm inuide the curly brackets will dominate at low Ere^ueneLco while the second term (containing ('!'fca) )) will dominate at It L ttil frequencies, Iliva the product of these rasp. -dive terms with the low and high frequency approxir.,.: tiono for El f will give the low and high frequency approximations for the far .[field quadrupole pressure pattern, respectively, fits low frequency approximation is 2(1 F 0 cos -)2
where p ia is given by equation (37) The high frequency approximation is 
Results. and Discussion
The for field pressure pattern for sound radiatingfrum a given typo of point nourco in a unLform flow or a linear ahear layer may be controlled by a number of different factors. Amattg these are Mach number of the uniform flow, frequency of the sound, ahear layer thickness and source location with respect to the shear layer. The affects of varytog these parameters are determined from the appropriute pressure solutions given fit procoding section. It should be noted that three dimensional effects and turbulent scattering were ignored in obtaining the pressure expressions.
The sound pressure field woo calculated by programming Lite various pressure exprPUsiono using standard Fortran techniques, The parameter r has been normalized to 0.305 motor, The parabolic cyUnder functions ocurring to the exact pressure oxproseiona were calculated using a computer program which was originally developed in connection with other research being performed at NASA Lewis Research Center. This program wan capable of calmtlaLing up to 80 Carle fit series for parabolic cylinder functions with complex arguments. At higher frequencies title proved to be inadequate. Ilowever, at the frequencies where computational difficulties were encountered with the exact dolutions the approximate oxpreacionn had already allows good agreement with the exact solutions. These calculatlons were made using tingle precision arithmetic which gave nine significant decimal dlgita. The directivity calculations word made at 5 degree Intervals. This to the smallest angle, u, that the transmitted wave can make with the x axis. Nato that title angle in rempletely controlled by the Mach number of the uniform flow. The "zone of silence" to defined no the region whore o in Iona than fie. In this region the above square root tam sets an an exponential damping factor, lience the "zone of silence" to actually a zone of attenuated sound propagation.
For the region in which ^, is greater than tie the square root tam contributes only to the phase of the sound wave and no longer effects the amplitude.
The far field pressure patterns for dipole and quadrupole s purted in the uniform flow are ahown in
Figs. 4 and 5. These far tfeld pressure pattorna also exhibit a wait defined zone of g llence. however, rather than pocking at the critical nngla the pressure level goes to due to the fact that the at':ave term is 0 multiplicative factor in the pronglru expressions (Eqn, (40) 
The peult fit the low frequency approximation
Curve occurs at °c (i.e., when the square root in Lite denominator of the second factor in zero). An decreauca below , the denominator of the second factor opprnachca f (I.a., the aquars root) while sin approaches zero thuu cauo Ant Lite docreaoe in hound level an approaches zero. At antics near 900 sin to near I causing Lite round level to "flortcn nut" in thin rcition.
The square runt ( (1 -Flacon ,.)2 -cn8 2 ") does not appear in tike high frequency approximation (Eq. (39)). linwever thto approximation dace con.
tain Lite nquare rout (f(1 -(hM)if"rod ,;)2 -coa 2 ") both In the denomi atur and in the expanvnt. genre this square runt dv.tcrminen a "critical ungle" for tie high frequ"ncy oxprernien given by 
